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Brief and objectives: 
SGPR were briefed with coming up with a campaign for Easter for Oven Pride oven cleaner. 
Our key objective was to link Oven Pride with Easter - to cement the two together in people’s 
minds and demonstrate Oven Pride’s cheeky sense of humour in the process. Easter is one 
of the key sales periods for Oven Pride. 
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
Smoking Gun PR recommended a social media led campaign so we had more control over 
messaging and targeting, supplementing the campaign with editorial outreach. 
 
Oven cleaning is the most hated household chore (67% of people said cleaning the oven is 
the least enjoyed task - Source: Lightspeed GMI/Mintel) and it is very difficult to get people 
to do more of something that they don’t enjoy, so linking Oven Pride to something that 
people do enjoy, was key. 
 
SGPR conducted research with consumers to find that Hot Cross Buns are one of the most 
popular eaten items over Easter (and are also baked in the oven, so again seamlessly 
linking the product) so SGPR created a campaign based on this sweet treat. 
 
Research shows imagery (and video) always command high engagement on social media 
so it was decided that this would be the chosen format for the campaign. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 
Cooking is one of the key communications pillars for Oven Pride, so it was decided to focus 
on this pillar for this Easter campaign for several reasons: 
 

1. It is intrinsically linked to the product 
2. Cooking is popular at Easter for people entertaining friends and family 
3. ‘Food porn’ (or quirky pictures of food) always do well on social media 
4. It’s enjoyable (unlike oven cleaning!) 

 
At the time of the campaign planning, President Trump had recently been inaugurated and 
had been creating lots of media interest. To fit with out social media TOV (which is fun and 
tongue in cheek) we came up with the idea of working with a food artist to create Hot Cross 
Trump buns. We based the food art on a meme of Trump showing his different cross and 
angry facial expressions. 



We also created a time lapse video of the buns being created. 
 
Other parts of the campaign included a news generation story about people not 
understanding Easter traditions and food and blogger activity. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
The food artist baked a batch of Hot Cross Trump buns and photographed them in Easter 
lifestyle images, juxtapositioning the quirky Hot Cross Trump buns with a traditional Easter 
background. 
We began sharing the images on social media on the Wednesday before Easter on Oven 
Pride's Facebook, Twitter and Instagram channels. On Facebook we ensured that we 
delivered our messaging to our core audience (over 21,000 fans) but bolstered this by 
targeting further to include those who both love and hate Trump. Furthermore, we paced our 
boosted posts to appear in the wider gaps of the Facebook algorithm, to give out content the 
best shot at success. 
 
On Twitter, we maximised the platform structure, tweeting the celebs that had previously 
been vocal about Trump from a pre-researched list. We tailored each tweet to them (whether 
they had been pro or anti Trump) and included one of the images. We were particularly 
shrewd in our turn of phrase, aiming to engage not only the influencers, but their large and 
vocal followings to create further noise. 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Comparing the Hot Cross Trump campaign (2017) with 2016's Easter engagement. 
 
Facebook 
Reach 2017 - 37,347 (1,194.1% uplift on previous year) 
Reach 2016 - 2,886 
 
Engagements 2017 - 441 (1,322.6% uplift on previous year) 
Engagements 2016 - 31 
 
Twitter 
Impressions 2017 - 516,271 ( 6945.2% uplift on previous year) 
Impressions 2016 - 7,328 
 
Engagements 2017 - 80,249 (38,481.3% uplift on previous year) 
Engagements 2016 - 208 
 
To note: Analysis periods - defined by Good Friday 
2017 - Weds 12th April - Mon 17th April 
2016 - Weds 23rd March - Mon 28th March 
 
TOTAL reach of the images on social media was 553,618 

 
 
Budget and cost effectiveness: 
Working with the food artist and photographer cost £1500. Team time spent on this part of 
the Easter campaign totalled £2100. We spent £400 amplifying the campaign on social 
media. This means that it cost £7.22 for every 1000 people reached. 


